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Explore your creativity

An experiential environment where festival
goers can explore a fantastical creative
environment and meet wild and inspiring
performers

About
Oblique Arts
Oblique Arts is an artist led organisation. Festival goers interact with
us to explore their creative potential through high quality visual arts
projects. We provide unique creative workshops, projects and
multimedia installations to inspire and educate. We use the arts to
encourage critical thinking and creative eco-action!

Proposal
Chance encounters in a kaleidoscope garden is aimed to celebrate and
encourage people's creativity by inviting them into an inspiring, welcoming and
constantly changing creative environment where they will participate and interact
with performers. We have a strong focus upon green, sustainable
working/educational practice. Our multi -faceted art installation will include
ecological elements such as a (newly designed, patented) rotating table
offering a fantastical vegan dining experience, performers, moving life size
flowers, kaleidoscopes and participatory art workshops. All elements and
events will be peddle powered which will enable festival goers to generate the
necessary electricity, see and understand the power output and usage data.

The environment
We aim to create a wonderland’ style, welcoming and creative garden, where there
will be a focus upon rotating elements. Both the flowers, kaleidoscopes, table and
projected background images will rotate in colourful circles.
Festival-goers will experience our rotating table (Gatha Table) as diners who will
be offered vegan snacks by fantastical characters (performance artists). Other
artists will offer workshops throughout the festival around the theme of flowers,
nature, colour and kaleidoscopes. The resulting images will be fed into the projected
images of concentric moving circles. This will be a creative and ecological space
inspired by the shapes, colours and scents of flowers and kaleidoscopes. We think
of flowers as natures own artworks. Flowers smell wonderful, look colourful and
can give people an overall feeling of happiness. We are aiming to create a garden of
approx. 8mx8m (64m2), a hidden utopia within the festival. We will design up to 15-20
different moving and colourful flowers that will tower over the audience; these
flowers are moved by wind and will rotate (operated by festival-goers via our
peddle-powered system). The flowers will also make sounds, such as rattling noises
and bell sounds ringing as the wind passes through them. The flowers will be each
3.5-meters-high made out of ecological tactile material, with petals that are made
out of stretched naturally dyed material. They will rotate, swing and move in
exaggerated movements as they would when being touched by the wind. The
kaleidoscopes will be interactive life size sculptures, which are able to be hand
turned by the festival goers offering a visual feast. People will be able to sit and
relax amongst the flowers and kaleidoscopes on picnic blankets and pallet-sofas
whilst listening and smelling the flowers, interacting with the life size
Kaleidoscopes or participating in the workshops. The Gatha table will be placed
amongst the flowers so people can enjoy a performance vegan dinner or lunch. The
table will move at times in circular motions. People will find themselves dining with
someone new after 10 minutes. The chance encounter will offer new experiences,
interesting dialogue and an invitation to performance. Throughout the day we will
offer workshops but there will be times that people can come along with their own
food, snacks and drinks and conversation.

Examples

Gatha
table
Rotating table and chairs
Gather together to celebrate your creativity and have a dialogue with strangers. The
Gatha table encourages us to practice the art of face-to-face encounter, while taking
away responsibility for hello and goodbye. Topics of conversation will be crowd-sourced
and served to you as lovingly crafted confectionery. Our rotating tables will decide who
you speak with and for how long in this real-life musical chairs.
The Gatha table is like speed-dating without the awkwardness of standing up and
walking around, as the Gatha will do this for you. The Gatha can host up to 18 people,
with 6 people in the middle and 12 on the outside. The middle table will be rotating,
which Invites festival-goers to talk and meet with strangers while being surrounded by
a creative and stimulating environment.

Workshops
- Flower making (to add to the garden)
- Kalaidoscoop making
- Drawing on the Gatha table (Evolving throughout the
festival)
- Colourd glass house - painting on plexiglass.
- Large scale colabborative paintings incl. the body.
- Eco workshops using festival waste.
- Workshops outcomes to grow garden.

Vegan Dinner - Performance
Early Summer Risotto

Sample Menus

This risotto is a delicious festival feast.
Ingredients
450ml vegetable stock, made with half a stock cube
4 asparagus spears, each sliced into 4
200g peas in the pod (85g podded with pods kept)
2 tbsp. oil
1 small onion, finely chopped
85g risotto rice
3tbsp white wine
Small handful of parmesan, grated.

Roasted Summer Vegetables and Chickpeas
This is a healthy and delicious recipe.
We will alter the vegetables depending on what is in
season.
Ingredients
3 courgettes, thickly sliced
1 aubergine, cut into fingers
3 cloves of garlic, chopped
2 red peppers, chopped into chunks
1 onion, chopped
1 tbsp. coriander seeds
1 tbsp. olive oil
400g can chopped tomatoes
400g can chickpeas
Small handful of parmesan, grated

Materials needed
We aim to only use natural and recyclable materials, which are
certified for fire safety and will not bring harm to our environment.
-

Wood & fixings
Recyclable and weather proof fabric.
Recycled and coloured paper & perspex
Metal wire/frames & Rope
Paint, pens, brushes and other paint materials.
Picnic rugs - handmade
Recyclable cups, Cutlery, plates etc.
Produce for vegan meal. (Left over from supermarkets)
Decoration such as bunting and balloons etc.
Electric camping stove & cool box for vegan meal & drinks
Scaffolding, ladders & Cherry picker
Toolbox incl. drill & 20- watt battery (Pat tested)
Acrylic mirror sheets
Pallets for chairs
Zip-ties, screws, nails, tape, glue.

Budget
Artist Fees - Manufacturing & install:
Workshop fees artists:
Volunteer expenses:
Vegan Chef:
Gatha Table engineer/install:

€3,200 - 4x artist at €800 (1.5 week)
€640 - 2x artist €80 a day (4 days)
€120 - 2x volunteers €10 a day (4 days)
€150 - 1x chef
€200 - 1x engineer - €100 a day (2 days) incl. Set-up and
de-rig.

Materials kaleidoscope & flower garden:
Scaffolding & Cherry picker:
Material workshops:
Food - vegan dinner/snacks:

£1,000
Provided by festival
€50
€50

Recovery & insurance Cost Oblique Arts:

€700 - Incl. liability insurance, van, transport and
projector recovery etc.

Total: €6,110
Festival tickets: 10 (For artists and volunteers)
Needed from the festival: Cherry picker/ scaffolding / ladders & electricity.

Previous experience
Bright Lights CB4
colours of the brain
Pop up light projections inspired by the community.
These projections are about the creative brain. A colourful
interpretation of circulating ideas and emotions is taken from
a series of workshops run by artists with community groups in
Cambridge. The groups are made up of specific individuals who
use their brains in very different ways. This project is a
exploration of the minds of creative professionals and people
living with various mental health difficulties, including
dementia. The objects and images that they produced have been
incorporated into moving image projections. A light installation
enhanced the work and offered critical reflection upon the role
of arts in public space. See more information & video example
here: www.oblique-arts.com/projects/bright-lights-cb4/
Festival projections and EL Light installations: €2000

Cambridge Folk Festival
For the last three years we made the art installations for the
Cambridge Folk Festival. This includes producing a number of
new works especially for the festival as well as work from
previous years. We have a core group of artists with various
appropriate skills and a group of volunteers who bring
creativity and enthusiasm. They train whilst working with the
artists and many join our organisation for the longer term. The
Cambridge Folk Festival is the largest folk festival in the UK.
For more information see:
www.oblique-arts.com/projects/cambridge-folk-festival-2017/

Install with signage and sculptures: €7500

Pedal Powered Barbers
The Pedal Powered Barbers is our eco-barber shop
performance art installation - offering a range of funky pedal
powered haircuts. From Euro Crusty to Buzz Cuts, no style is
too much. Our pedal power generator system is used to power
clippers, lights, fans and music to show how free energy can
be generated with a little know-how and imagination. We have
also added solar and wind inputs and beard trimmers. The
audience pedal the bikes and begin to understand how their
power output is used for each appliance on the stage. Free
haircuts were offered to the large audiences and
information about the creation of free green energy was
experienced and leaflets given out. We have made our
generator system and transparent power box plans and wiring
diagrams available free for anyone to make their own system.
We brought our popular barber-shop to several events,
including the Big Weekend, Green Gathering, Strawberry Fair
and Cambridge Folk Festival.
Barber shop €500 per day

Strawberry Fair 2017 - Art Raft
Art Raft Waste Reduction Campaign: Reminding us about our
rubbish. ’One man's rubbish is another man's treasure.
The Arts Raft was intended to inspire a rethink about surplus
foods and containers with recipe ideas and inventive designs. A fun
feature is the pirate theme. Find the treasure by using rubbish!
There was a boat/raft on the river Cam loaded with veg and
colourful pirate characters. In the fair the pirate ship was
decorated with reworked plastic bottles and lids. Workshops
offered families the chance to join in the fun and understand
about food waste and consider lifestyle changes. Recipe cards and
food give away packs offered suggestions for recycled goodies to
inspire the Waste not Want less theme.

Waste Raft & activities: €3000

Strawberry Fair - previous years
Other strawberry fair installation from the previous years - Cycle Henge, Pedal not Petrol !
recycled cycle parts and hang out areas.

Bicycle sculpture and workshops: €2000

Plastic Fantastic
A plastic bottle recycling awareness building and workshop space
Families enjoyed making solar powered chandeliers and constructing
building panels for our house of plastic! The constructions were
later used as teaching tools in schools. Thousands of plastic bottles were
recycled into useful items and plans for the construction of your own
buildings, greenhouses and artefacts were provided to festival goers.

Construction and workshops: €3000

E-luminate Cambridge 2017 & 2018
For the last two years Oblique Arts has been a part of the renowned E-Luminate festival in Cambridge.
In 2017, elements of play were explored as light, using objects, such as the zoetrope, found in the in the
museum’s playroom. We can see how the sequential images led to contemporary animation and video practices that we are now so familiar with. We collaborated with the Museum of Cambridge to create a projection onto their Northampton Street wall entitled Play of Light.
In 2018, E-luminate's theme was Colour. The festival in central Cambridge is a high profile event
attracting large audiences. Using the theme of our Bright Lights project we installed twin projections
along a walking route of 7 light installations in the centre of the city.

4 large scale projections with outdoor screen: €3000
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Sarah Steenhorst
Coordinator & Artist
sarah@obliquearts.co.uk
+44(0)7447547680
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Beverley Carpenter
Founder & Artist
mail@obliquearts.co.uk
+44 (0)7950656799
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Contact details

